
Friday 28 October 2011 

SCOTTISH EXECUTIVE 

Finance and Sustainable Growth 

Richard Baker (North East Scotland) (Scottish Labour): To ask the Scottish Executive how much 
energy demand will be met from renewables by (a) 2013, (b) 2014, (c) 2015, (d) 2016, (e) 2017 and (f) 
2018. 

Holding answer issued: 25 October 2011 (S4W-02995) 

Fergus Ewing: Our ambitious targets for renewable electricity, heat and transport will require 
Scotland’s overall share of renewable energy to be at least 30% by 2020. We have not established 
interim milestones or forecasts for progress towards that target. 

Achieving these targets will make an important contribution to moving Scotland towards becoming a 
low carbon economy. The Climate Change (Scotland) Act 2009 requires that Scottish Ministers report 
whether the annual emissions targets set for each year in the period 2010-50 have been met. These 
reports must also contain a range of other relevant information, including details about electricity 
consumption and generation, which will help to show the year-on-year progress that is being made 
towards diversifying and decarbonising Scotland's electricity mix. 

 

Richard Baker (North East Scotland) (Scottish Labour): To ask the Scottish Executive how much 
it will reduce end-use energy consumption by (a) 2013, (b) 2014, (c) 2015, (d) 2016, (e) 2017 and (f) 
2018. 

Holding answer issued: 25 October 2011 (S4W-02996) 

Fergus Ewing: The Energy Efficiency Action Plan set a headline target to reduce Scottish final 
energy consumption by 12% by 2020. Since the report was published in October 2010, the 
Department of Energy and Climate Change (DECC) have adjusted the baseline data on which the 
original start and end targets were based. The revised baseline is 159,770 GWh and the maximum 
consumption, to achieve a 12% reduction target, in 2020 has been adjusted to 140,600 GWh. In order 
to achieve the 2020 target, the Action Plan outlined suggested annual maximum consumption levels 
for each year up to 2020. This results in a suggested minimum annual reduction in final energy 
consumption of just under 1,600 GWh each year from 2009 onwards, over a 12 year period. 

The updated suggested maximum consumption levels, following the revision to the baseline data by 
the Department of Energy and Climate Change, are: 

GWh 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 

Final Energy 
Consumption (adjusted) 

151,781 150,183 148,586 146,988 145,390 143,793 

 

Richard Baker (North East Scotland) (Scottish Labour): To ask the Scottish Executive how much 
demand for heating will be met from renewables by (a) 2013, (b) 2014, (c) 2015, (d) 2016, (e) 2017 
and (f) 2018. 

Holding answer issued: 25 October 2011 (S4W-02997) 

Fergus Ewing: Indicative interim milestones towards the target to meet 11% of Scottish heat 
demand from renewables by 2020 were included in the Renewable Heat Action Plan for Scotland, as 
shown in the following table. 

Interim milestones to 2020 renewable heat ambitions 

Year 
Estimated 

Percentage 
Forecast Installed 

Capacity (GW) 
GWh 
Used 

Actual 
2009 

1.4% 0.23 829 

2011 2.0% 0.38 1,170 

2012 3.5% 0.66 2,045 



Year 
Estimated 

Percentage 
Forecast Installed 

Capacity (GW) 
GWh 
Used 

2014 5.0% 0.94 2,920 

2016 7.0% 1.32 4,090 

2018 9.0% 1.70 5,255 

2020 11.0% 2.07 6,420 

 

The Renewable Heat Action Plan is available online at:  
http://scotland.gov.uk/Publications/2009/11/04154534/17 

In March 2011, the Scottish Government published an update on progress towards the renewable 
heat target which showed the that the projection from 2013, as outlined in the Renewable Heat Action 
Plan, remains unchanged. The report is available online at:  
http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Topics/Business-Industry/Energy/Energy-sources/19185/Heat/RHiS 

 

Sarah Boyack (Lothian) (Scottish Labour): To ask the Scottish Executive what lessons were 
learned from the former Inverclyde enterprise zone and how these might influence the Scottish 
Government's assessment of future such sites. 

 (S4W-03082) 

Fergus Ewing: The Scottish Government is aware of criticisms of the 1980s Enterprise Zone model 
which highlighted displacement of economic activity and jobs from elsewhere in the country to the 
enterprise zones and also the limited economic benefits delivered by capital based incentives focused 
on buildings development. 

We are currently considering how best to introduce four Enterprise Areas in Scotland to maximise 
their economic impact and attractiveness for investment. The government is working closely with 
Scottish Enterprise and Highlands and Islands Enterprise to identify potential sites for inclusion in 
these Enterprise Areas and will assess sites against a rigorous set of criteria. By focusing on 
supporting the development of productive capacity in growth sectors and by adopting a rigorous 
approach to the identification of Enterprise Area sites, we will be able to maximise the scope for 
additional economic impact and minimise the potential for displacement. 

 

Sarah Boyack (Lothian) (Scottish Labour): To ask the Scottish Executive what consideration it 
has given to the potential environmental impact of the creation of enterprise zones. 

 (S4W-03083) 

Fergus Ewing: Environmental and planning issues, including the potential for environmental 
impacts, are included in the criteria developed to evaluate the potential Enterprise Area sites. These 
criteria include the potential for effects on Sites of Special Scientific Interest and “Natura” sites. This 
evaluation is currently underway. 

 

Sarah Boyack (Lothian) (Scottish Labour): To ask the Scottish Executive how it will ensure that 
the creation and operation of enterprise zones will comply with the requirements of the Environmental 
Assessment (Scotland) Act 2005 and the habitats' regulations. 

 (S4W-03084) 

Fergus Ewing: The Scottish Government is considering the requirements for environmental 
assessment of the potential Enterprise Areas, under the Environmental Assessment (Scotland) Act 
2005. Consideration is also being given to the requirement for Habitats Regulations Appraisal. This 
work is currently underway. 

 

Sarah Boyack (Lothian) (Scottish Labour): To ask the Scottish Executive what consideration it 
has given to the potential impact of the creation of enterprise zones on (a) sites of special scientific 
interest and (b) designated wildlife sites 

http://scotland.gov.uk/Publications/2009/11/04154534/17
http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Topics/Business-Industry/Energy/Energy-sources/19185/Heat/RHiS


 (S4W-03085) 

Fergus Ewing: Environmental and planning issues, including the potential for environmental 
impacts, are included in the criteria developed to evaluate the potential Enterprise Area sites. These 
criteria include the potential for effects on Sites of Special Scientific Interest and “Natura” sites. This 
evaluation is currently underway. 

 

Sarah Boyack (Lothian) (Scottish Labour): To ask the Scottish Executive how it uses its 
procurement process to help deliver its 42% carbon reduction target. 

 (S4W-03168) 

Fergus Ewing: The Scottish Sustainable Procurement Action Plan provides support on how 
procurement can contribute towards delivery of a low carbon economy. This includes the use of 
Government Buying Standards as the minimum specification requirement across a wide range of key 
product groups. 

The Scottish Government, in partnership with Zero Waste Scotland, is providing further support by 
embedding The Marrakech Task Force on Sustainable Public Procurement across the wider 
procurement landscape in Scotland. 

This internationally recognised methodology provides public sector buyers a proportionate and 
relevant risk based approach to deliver sustainable outcomes throughout the procurement cycle. 

 

Neil Findlay (Lothian) (Scottish Labour): To ask the Scottish Executive how many onshore wind 
energy planning applications have been refused by local authorities in the last 10 years and how many 
were subsequently granted on appeal. 

 (S4W-03180) 

Fergus Ewing: This information is not centrally held. 

 

Jamie McGrigor (Highlands and Islands) (Scottish Conservative and Unionist Party): To ask 
the Scottish Executive how it has complied with directive 2001/42/EC and Article 7 of the Aarhus 
Convention in relation to its (a) 2020 Routemap for Renewable Energy in Scotland and (b) electricity 
generation policy statement. 

 (S4W-03256) 

Fergus Ewing: As required by the Environmental Assessment (Scotland) Act 2005, which 
transposed Directive 2001/42/EC, the Scottish Government is currently undertaking a Strategic 
Environmental Assessment (SEA) of the 2020 Routemap for Renewable Energy in Scotland, and the 
Draft Electricity Generation Policy Statement (EGPS). An environmental report will be published 
alongside the routemap and revised EGPS for public consultation later this year. 

 

John Lamont (Ettrick, Roxburgh and Berwickshire) (Scottish Conservative and Unionist 
Party): To ask the Scottish Executive, further to the answer to question S4W-02931 by Aileen 
Campbell on 7 October 2011, what work it is doing to identify when the impact of wind turbines on the 
natural environment would become unacceptable. 

 (S4W-03364) 

Aileen Campbell: The Scottish Government and its statutory advisors Scottish Natural Heritage and 
the Scottish Environment Protection Agency carry out a range of work in relation to monitoring, 
planning and assessing the landscape, carbon, cumulative and other impacts of wind turbines on the 
natural environment. 

 

Lewis Macdonald (North East Scotland) (Scottish Labour): To ask the Scottish Executive 
whether it considers that a business and regulatory impact assessment should be carried out 
whenever a government proposal might impose additional costs on businesses. 



 (S4W-03475) 

Fergus Ewing: It is not always necessary to complete business and regulatory impact 
assessments. Decisions on whether or not a BRIA is prepared rest with the appropriate portfolio 
minister or Cabinet Secretary. 

 

Lewis Macdonald (North East Scotland) (Scottish Labour): To ask the Scottish Executive 
whether it considers that, except when a policy change does not lead to a cost or saving for business, 
third or public sector organisations, regulators or consumers, it is always necessary to carry out a 
business and regulatory impact assessment. 

 (S4W-03480) 

Fergus Ewing: No. In his letter of 10 March 2010 to the Convener of the Finance Committee, the 
Cabinet Secretary for Finance and Sustainable Growth stated that a mandatory approach to business 
and regulatory impact assessments “would inevitably place an additional and disproportionate 
consultation burden on business, potentially diverting their focus from commercial imperatives”. 

Health and Wellbeing 

Malcolm Chisholm (Edinburgh Northern and Leith) (Scottish Labour): To ask the Scottish 
Executive what consideration it has given to the implications for Scotland of the Health and Social 
Care Bill in relation to (a) cross-border flows of patients, (b) GP practice boundaries, (c) competition 
policy and (d) differing criteria for NHS care in England. 

 (S4W-03171) 

Nicola Sturgeon: We have sought to ensure that the legislation allows for any arrangements that 
currently exist between the health service in Scotland and the health service in England to continue 
within the planned new architecture for Health and Social Care in England where that is in Scotland’s 
best interests. 

A Legislative Consent Memorandum (LCM (S3) 33.1) was lodged at Parliament on 21 January 2011 
regarding the provisions of the UK Health and Social Care Bill that fall within the legislative 
competence of the Scottish Parliament, or alter the executive competence of Scottish Ministers. This 
was considered by the Health and Sport Committee on 23 February 2011. 
http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/parliamentarybusiness/28862.aspx?r=6236&mode=html). 

The Legislative Consent Motion (S3M-08063) was lodged on 3 March 2011 and agreed by 
Parliament on 9 March 2011. 

Justice 

Graeme Pearson (South Scotland) (Scottish Labour): To ask the Scottish Executive how many 
addiction prevalence tests carried out on prisoners on (a) arrival and (b) release have been positive for 
illicit drug use in each year since 2007. 

 (S4W-03200) 

Kenny MacAskill: I have asked John Ewing, Chief Executive of the Scottish Prison Service, to 
respond. His response is as follows: 

Year No. of Prisoners tested on 
reception positive for Illegal drugs 

No. of Prisoners tested on 
exit positive for Illegal drugs 

2007-08 836 (64%) 611 (26%) 

2008-09 1112 (71%) 724 (29%) 

2009-10 1093 (56%) 710 (17%) 

2010-11 1343 (73%) 735 (17%) 

 

Addiction Prevalence Testing results are published annually by Information Statistics Division within 
Drug Misuse Statistics Scotland bulletins, and can be accessed at this page: 
http://www.drugmisuse.isdscotland.org/publications/abstracts/ISDbull.htm. 

 

http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/parliamentarybusiness/28862.aspx?r=6236&mode=html
http://www.drugmisuse.isdscotland.org/publications/abstracts/ISDbull.htm


Graeme Pearson (South Scotland) (Scottish Labour): To ask the Scottish Executive what 
percentage of prisoners (a) entering and (b) leaving custody has undergone addiction prevalence 
testing in each year since 2007. 

 (S4W-03201) 

Kenny MacAskill: I have asked John Ewing, Chief Executive of the Scottish Prison Service, to 
respond. His response is as follows: 

Addiction prevalence testing is carried out in each prison during one month of the year, where each 
prisoner admitted and liberated from prison is tested anonymously. The numbers tested are roughly 
equivalent to 5% of the yearly admissions and liberations from custody. 

Addiction Prevalence Testing results are published annually by Information Statistics Division within 
Drug Misuse Statistics Scotland bulletins, and can be accessed at this page: 
http://www.drugmisuse.isdscotland.org/publications/abstracts/ISDbull.htm. 

 

Graeme Pearson (South Scotland) (Scottish Labour): To ask the Scottish Executive how many 
prisoners have been offered an Integrated Case Management Substance Misuse Assessment and 
what percentage of entries into prisons this represents, in each year since 2007. 

 (S4W-03202) 

Kenny MacAskill: I have asked John Ewing, Chief Executive of the Scottish Prison Service, to 
respond. His response is as follows: 

Drug misuse and treatment in Scottish prisons statistical data is published annually in the Drug 
Misuse Statistics Scotland Bulletin and can be accessed at:  
http://www.drugmisuse.isdscotland.org/publications/abstracts/ISDbull.htm. 

 

Graeme Pearson (South Scotland) (Scottish Labour): To ask the Scottish Executive how many 
prisoners have undertaken an Integrated Case Management Substance Misuse Assessment in each 
year since 2007. 

 (S4W-03203) 

Kenny MacAskill: I have asked John Ewing, Chief Executive of the Scottish Prison Service, to 
respond. His response is as follows: 

Drug misuse and treatment in Scottish prisons statistical data is published annually in the Drug 
Misuse Statistics Scotland Bulletin and can be accessed at: 
http://www.drugmisuse.isdscotland.org/publications/abstracts/ISDbull.htm. 

 

Graeme Pearson (South Scotland) (Scottish Labour): To ask the Scottish Executive how many 
places have been available on the Sex Offender Treatment Programme in each prison in each year 
since 2007. 

 (S4W-03204) 

Kenny MacAskill: I have asked John Ewing, Chief Executive of the Scottish Prison Service, to 
respond. His response is as follows: 

There are two types of programme format available. The first format is a static, predictable and time 
bound programmes including Core STOP, Extended STOP and Adapted STOP these have a 
maximum of up to nine places available each programme. 

The number of places available for this suite of programmes is shown in the following table. 

Establishment 2007-08 2008-09 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 

Edinburgh - - - - 9 

Barlinnie - - - - - 

Peterhead 36 36 45 - 27 

http://www.drugmisuse.isdscotland.org/publications/abstracts/ISDbull.htm
http://www.drugmisuse.isdscotland.org/publications/abstracts/ISDbull.htm
http://www.drugmisuse.isdscotland.org/publications/abstracts/ISDbull.htm


Establishment 2007-08 2008-09 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 

Glenochil - - - - 18 

Polmont - - - - - 

 

The second format is a modular based rolling programme this includes Rolling STOP and our new 
Sex Offenders Programme Good Lives*. Rolling STOP runs continually, as will Good Lives following 
evaluation of the pilot. The appropriate need is identified for each prisoner, and they attend to 
complete the relevant work in the programme (some work takes longer to complete than others). 
While there is a maximum of nine places available on each course, this rolling format does not allow 
the determination of the number of places available throughout the year in comparison to the other 
programmes delivered. 

For this rolling format, the number of available places for these rolling programmes is shown in the 
following table. 

Establishment 2007-08 2008-09 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 

Edinburgh 16 16 16 16 24 

Barlinnie 16 16 16 16 16 

Peterhead 16 16 - 45* - 

Glenochil - - - - - 

Polmont 16 16 8 8 16 

 

 

Graeme Pearson (South Scotland) (Scottish Labour): To ask the Scottish Executive what 
proportion of sex offenders has attended the Sex Offender Treatment Programme in each prison in 
each year since 2007. 

 (S4W-03205) 

Kenny MacAskill: I have asked John Ewing, Chief Executive of the Scottish Prison Service, to 
respond. His response is as follows: 

We are unable to provide the proportion of sex offenders attendance figures however the table 
below reflects the number of prisoners who completed the Sex Offender Treatment Programme in 
each prison in each year since 2007. 

Establishment 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 

Edinburgh 15 16 18 15 30 

Barlinnie 12 12 14 14 14 

Peterhead 52 52 48 44 24 

Glenochil - - - - 16 

Polmont 12 16 8 9 12 

 

 

Graeme Pearson (South Scotland) (Scottish Labour): To ask the Scottish Executive what 
proportion of prisoners in each prison (a) was assessed as having an alcohol addiction and (b) 
received support for this between 2007-08 and 2010-11. 

 (S4W-03209) 

Kenny MacAskill: I have asked John Ewing, Chief Executive of the Scottish Prison Service, to 
respond. His response is as follows: 

“This information is not available. However, prisoners serving over 31 days in custody, identified with 
an alcohol misuse problem, are offered a comprehensive substance misuse assessment. 



The following table shows the number of assessments completed for alcohol misuse against 
referrals made to the Enhanced Addiction Casework Service (EACS), and the number of alcohol 
interventions delivered between 2007-08 and 2010-11: 

2007-08 

Prison 

No of Prisoners 
Referred to 

EACS 

% Prisoners 
Assessed for 

Alcohol Misuse 

No of Alcohol 
Interventions 

Delivered 

HMP Aberdeen 285 13.68% (39) 40 

HMP Barlinnie 1000 24.1% (241) 429 

HMP Cornton Vale 506 11.86% (60) 221 

HMP Dumfries 196 35.2% (69) 503 

HMP Edinburgh 468 17.52% (82) 258 

HMP Glenochil 277 21.3% (59) 321 

HMP Greenock 417 26.38% (110) 624 

HMP Inverness 207 39.13% (81) 461 

HMP Low Moss 19 15.79% (3) 21 

HMP Open Estate* 372 11.83% (44) 396 

HMP Perth 483 12.63% (61) 275 

HM YOI Polmont 720 46.11% (332) 1419 

HMP Shotts 123 7.32% (9) 24 

Total 5,073 23.46% (1190) 4,992 

 

2008-09 

Prison 

No of Prisoners 
Referred to 

EACS 

% Prisoners 
Assessed for 

Alcohol Misuse 

No of Alcohol 
Interventions 

Delivered 

HMP Aberdeen 296 11.15% (33) 120 

HMP Barlinnie 870 31.61% (275) 643 

HMP Cornton Vale 561 13.55% (76) 336 

HMP Dumfries 230 33.04% (76) 611 

HMP Edinburgh 589 22.41% (132) 508 

HMP Glenochil 316 21.52% (68) 378 

HMP Greenock 433 26.79% (116) 809 

HMP Inverness 263 39.16% (103) 543 

HMP Open Estate* 290 28.97% (84) 934 

HMP Perth 574 14.29% (82) 371 

HMP Peterhead 142 40.85% (58) 775 

HM YOI Polmont 533 54.03% (288) 1740 

HMP Shotts 118 3.39% (4) 14 

Total 5,215 26.75% (1395) 7,782 

 

2009-10 

Prison 

No of Prisoners 
Referred to 

EACS 

% Prisoners 
Assessed for 

Alcohol Misuse 

No of Alcohol 
Interventions 

Delivered 

HMP Aberdeen 358 17.04% (61) 222 

HMP Barlinnie 751 31.42% (236) 1181 

HMP Cornton Vale 497 17.51% (87) 484 

HMP Dumfries 223 36.77% (82) 549 

HMP Edinburgh 729 17.56% (128) 495 

HMP Glenochil 322 30.75% (99) 434 

HMP Greenock 388 28.87% (112) 597 

HMP Inverness 211 32.7% (69) 287 



Prison 

No of Prisoners 
Referred to 

EACS 

% Prisoners 
Assessed for 

Alcohol Misuse 

No of Alcohol 
Interventions 

Delivered 

HMP Open Estate* 271 24.35% (66) 1111 

HMP Perth 642 17.45% (112) 509 

HMP Peterhead 111 27.93% (31) 509 

HM YOI Polmont 458 62.66% (287) 2318 

HMP Shotts 121 9.92% (12) 33 

Total 5,082  27.19% (1382) 8,729 

 

2010-11 

Prison 

No of Prisoners 
Referred to 

EACS 

% Prisoners 
Assessed for 

Alcohol Misuse 

No of Alcohol 
Interventions 

Delivered 

HMP Aberdeen 310 16.13% (50) 238 

HMP Barlinnie 743 21.94% (163) 695 

HMP Cornton Vale 478 13.39% (64) 563 

HMP Dumfries 195 22.05% (43) 257 

HMP Edinburgh 812 14.29% (116) 472 

HMP Glenochil 326 18.4% (60) 683 

HMP Greenock 363 19.28% (70) 308 

HMP Inverness 208 30.29% (63) 412 

HMP Open Estate* 294 31.63% (93) 1544 

HMP Perth 536 14.55% (78) 441 

HMP Peterhead 91 25.27% (23) 451 

HM YOI Polmont 648 44.6% (289) 1996 

HMP Shotts 119 11.76% (14) 95 

Total 5,123 21.98% (1126) 8,155 

Notes: 
*Open Estate refers to Castle Huntly and Noranside 
During 2009-10 a further 87 prisoners were identified through EACS as having problematic alcohol 
issues. 
During 2010-11 a further five prisoners were identified through EACS as having problematic alcohol 
issues. 

The number of interventions does not correspond with the number who were assessed as a prisoner 
can attend more than one intervention, based on their assessed need as detailed within their 
community integration plan (CIP). 

Every prisoner who is admitted to custody goes through an initial health screening by a nurse. 
Prisoners are all asked about historical and current substance misuse to ascertain immediate clinical 
need. 

 

Graeme Pearson (South Scotland) (Scottish Labour): To ask the Scottish Executive what 
proportion of prisoners in each prison (a) was assessed as having a drug addiction and (b) received 
support for this in (i) 2007-08 and (ii) 2010-11. 

 (S4W-03210) 

Kenny MacAskill: I have asked John Ewing, Chief Executive of the Scottish Prison Service, to 
respond. His response is as follows: 

This information is not available. However, prisoners serving over 31 days in custody, identified with 
problematic drug use, are offered a comprehensive substance misuse assessment.  

The following table shows the number of assessments completed for problematic drug use against 
referrals made to the Enhanced Addiction Casework Service (EACS); and the number of interventions 
delivered in (i) 2007-08 and (ii) 2010-11: 



Prison 

No of Prisoners 
Referred to 

EACS 

% Prisoners 
Assessed for 
Drug Misuse 

No of Drug 
Interventions Delivered 

HMP Aberdeen 285 60.7% (173) 623 

HMP Barlinnie 1,000 42% (420) 1,512 

HMP Cornton Vale 506 80.63% (408) 3,502 

HMP Dumfries 196 54.08% (106) 772 

HMP Edinburgh 468 62.82% (294) 1,961 

HMP Glenochil 277 51.62% (143) 1,449 

HMP Greenock 417 55.16% (230) 1,634 

HMP Inverness 207 34.3% (71) 591 

HMP Low Moss 19 84.21% (16) 112 

HMP Open Estate* 372 59.14% (220) 2,784 

HMP Perth 483 58.39% (282) 1,723 

HM YOI Polmont 720 39.03% (281) 2,209 

HMP Shotts 123 86.99% (107) 1,922 

Total 5,073 54.29% (2754) 20,794 

 

Prison 

No of Prisoners 
Referred to 

EACS 

% Prisoners 
Assessed for 
Drug Misuse 

No of Drug 
Interventions Delivered 

HMP Aberdeen 310 37.74% (117) 520 

HMP Barlinnie 743 25.17% (187) 790 

HMP Cornton Vale 478 73.85% (353) 2,747 

HMP Dumfries 195 35.9% (70) 545 

HMP Edinburgh 812 33.5% (272) 2,034 

HMP Glenochil 326 26.69% (87) 1,562 

HMP Greenock 363 30.03% (109) 951 

HMP Inverness 208 22.6% (47) 325 

HMP Open Estate* 294 31.63% (93) 2,119 

HMP Perth 536 48.69% (261) 1629 

HMP Peterhead 91 9.89% (9) 66 

HM YOI Polmont 648 18.52% (120) 479 

HMP Shotts 119 44.54% (53) 1,120 

Total 5,123 34.71% (1778) 14,887 

Note: *Open Estate refers to Castle Huntly and Noranside. 

The number of interventions does not correspond with the number who were assessed as a prisoner 
can attend more than one intervention, based on their assessed need as detailed within their 
community integration plan (CIP). 

Every prisoner who is admitted to custody goes through an initial health screening by a nurse. 
Prisoners are all asked about historical and current substance misuse to ascertain immediate clinical 
need.  

 

Graeme Pearson (South Scotland) (Scottish Labour): To ask the Scottish Executive when it will 
release an analysis of statistics on sectarian-related crime. 

 (S4W-03216) 

Roseanna Cunningham: I refer the member to the answer to question S4W-02895 on 6 October 
2011. All answers to written parliamentary questions are available on the parliament’s website, the 
search facility for which can be found at: 
http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/parliamentarybusiness/28877.aspx. 

 

http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/parliamentarybusiness/28877.aspx


Drew Smith (Glasgow) (Scottish Labour): To ask the Scottish Executive whether it plans to 
change legal aid criteria for carers seeking guardianship or power of attorney for whom they care. 

 (S4W-03295) 

Kenny MacAskill: Where publicly funded civil legal assistance is needed to obtain a power of 
attorney, decisions on eligibility are based on the resources of the person who will be subject to the 
power of attorney and eligibility is assessed by the solicitor acting. This reflects the position for most 
advice and assistance applicants where eligibility is based on the resources of the person seeking the 
assistance. There are no plans to change this. In the specific case of adults with incapacity, the 
government recognises that such people can be especially vulnerable and that they may need the 
support and protection which welfare guardianship provides. That is why the government has ensured 
that no legal aid means test applies in relation to applications for guardianship orders under the Adults 
with Incapacity (Scotland) Act 2000 where the applicant is seeking powers relating to the welfare of an 
incapable adult. Equally, though, the number of guardianship orders is increasing and there is a need 
to ensure that, in line with the principles of the Adults with Incapacity (Scotland) Act 2000, any 
intervention in the life of the adult must benefit the adult, cannot reasonably be achieved without the 
intervention and that the intervention shall be the least restrictive option consistent with the purpose of 
the intervention. Unnecessary applications for guardianship, or applications which seek too many 
powers, do not bring social benefits and involve costs on the Scottish Court Service, local authorities 
and the legal aid budget. The Scottish Government will consider further, working closely with key 
stakeholders including those representing the interests of carers, whether any changes are required to 
the current arrangements in relation to applications for guardianship orders. 

 


